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What is Digital Report Card? 

Physical report cards are conventionally used to keep track of academic progress. 
However, they are often only viewed at the end of the semester.

We believe that a well designed report card could encourage a student’s 
academic rigour, allowing them to achieve their best.

By replacing a conventional report card with a digital one, we can take advantage 
of interactive elements to achieve our goal.



Our Design Process

1. Research                 2. Ideate                        3. Prototype 4. Test                 5. Refine



Research



Research Methodologies

● Literature Review

● Surveys

● Interviews



Surveys

A total of 20 students were surveyed in order to 
understand their attitudes towards academics, the 
problems they face in school.

6 teachers were also surveyed to understand the 
difficulties they face when mentoring their students, and 
how they track the student’s learning process.

The surveys were done to allow us to narrow the scope 
of our project in terms of functionalities, and scale.



Narrowing the Scope

Rose Bud Thorn diagram 
to collect findings, 
sorting them in order of 
importance to identify 
focus areas



Interviews

Narrowing the scale to a Singaporean 
context, we then conducted extensive 
interviews with teachers and students.



Interview Responses

“The app that records the pass results might help monitoring the performance.”

“I compare my grades with classmates to know if I’m doing well”

“It's good if you know what you should improve.”

“It could motivate me to do better.”



Main Insights

● Reminders of bad grades can discourage students to studying

● Students set their own academic expectations nowadays

● Teachers are overwhelmed with responsibilities, cannot focus on student’s 
well-being

● Conventional report cards are often overlooked by students and teachers



Ideate



Ideation Strategies

● What-if questions

● Sketches

● Round-robin brainstorming



What If...

● What if report cards were amnesiac?

● What if monitoring your grades is fun?

● What if evaluation is not simply based on student grades?

● What if student could be a mentor for others?

● What if system can suggest learning hints based on student performance?



Sketches



Round-robin brainstorming



Formulating Design Brief

1. Subject grades to be represented by words or metaphor

2. Include a personal progress chart

3. Messaging platform to contact student-mentors

4. Built in academic calendar

5. Customisability of report card

6. Book recommendations for further studying



Prototype



Low Fidelity Prototyping

After brainstorming, we created our first 
low fidelity prototype using Google 
Slides.

In this stage, we prototyped key app 
functions based on our “what if” 
questions, while adhering to the 
formulated design brief.



We found out that students do not 
want to be reminded if they have had a 
history of bad grades.

As such, our app would show grades 
based on the previous month. In order 
to look further into the history, the user 
has to click on the graph to expand it.
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Report cards are dull, so a digital version could 
perhaps capitalise on being more interactive.

Our first thought was to design a report card 
game interface, where levels could be assigned to 
the student's scores, and grades could be 
“chopped” in order to record them.
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What if student could be a mentor 
for others?

Your Score

67%

Jack

You can ask for assistance:

Annie

Other that monitoring student grades, there is also an 
opportunity to enable peer-to-peer learning in the 
app.

Based on student results in the database, the app can 
suggest the student to become a mentor, or ask for 
assistance from their friends.
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What if the app can suggest 
learning hints based on student 
performance?

Your Score:

67%
It seems like you need 

some help.

Was it helpful?

Do you need more materials?

Extra materials like online videos or ebooks could 
potentially boost the student learning.

The app can suggest relevant study materials based 
on the particular student result, allowing for a 
customisable autodidact experience.
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Personality Report

Current Academic Year

Leaderships 85

2016

Experiences

Captain of Basketball team 
(2015)

Verified by  School Team Manager 
(Steve Chan)

Class Prefects (2015)

Verified by  Class Mentor (Lina Ang)

What if evaluation is not simply 
based on student grades?

We wanted extra-curricular activities and achievements 
be displayed more prominently in the report card, to 
encourage character development.

This would encourage students to see more in school 
than just grades, letting them be proud of other 
aspects of school.



Test



Insights from Low-Fidelity Testing

We tested our first prototype with students, and the main insights were:

● Some of the functions were unnecessary  
● Some of the data displayed were confusing
● Review for personality progress is good 

After testing, we began working on a mid-fidelity prototype to streamline the 
application wireframe, and consider appropriate styling using a moodboard. 





Mid Fidelity Prototype

After defining colors, we continued to refine the prototypes based on the “what if” 
questions, and removed unnecessary functions. 

The mid-fidelity prototype is used to understand what styling our target users are 
most receptive to, and to further narrow down the focus of our application.



Academic Progress
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What if the evaluation progress 
can be done during the 
semester?

After another round of testing, we found it is 
better to display assignments separately.

Students also compare their grades with their 
classmates, so we included a class average to 
allow students to compare without 
awkwardness



What if students can be 
motivated by themselves?

We understood that students nowadays are self 
motivated, and they set their own goals. As such, 
we created a tab for them to indicate their own 
academic goals.

Personal Goal

12:00PM

[ National University of Singapore ]

Requirements:

Faculty : 

‘A’ Level results

Chemistry (H1)

Biology (H1)

Physics (H1)

Dentistry

Passed

H1

H2

H2

Almost there!
Keep it up !

;)

Report Progress Personality Goal



● Styling/colour of the app was not well received - users want a more 

professional, but motivating experience

● Meaning of bottom bar icons were unclear

● Using words to describe overall grades leaves room for confusion

● Comparing with class average had good feedback with users

● Goal page was sterile and unmotivating

Insights from Mid-Fidelity Prototype Testing



Refine



Refined Design Requirements

1. Allow students to compare grades with class

2. A fun aspiration/goals page

3. Removing confusing icons and improving data categorisation

4. Allow student grades to be reviewed by slow unfolding



From low to high fidelity

Current Academic Year 2016

Math Module Info

Exams

Group assignments

Class activity

Individual assignments

Test 1 A

Test 2 -B

Academic Progress

12:00PM

Academic Progress

12:00PM

Exams:

Test 1  

Test 2  

56/100

64/100

Test 3  95/100New
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High fidelity

Streamlined to three main features:

● Review academic records

● Record personal achievements

● Customisable goal page for students to 

share their aspirations



Final Features



Boat as a dynamic report card

We found that students are very concerned 
about their grades, and are usually hesitant to 
share them with others.

To alleviate this distress, we have replaced 
numerical data with metaphorical 
representations of their grades, in the form of a 
boat at sea.



Academic progress

From our testers, we received feedback that 
comparison among their peers drives them to work 
harder. Thus, we decided to display the class average 
along with individual scores.

Teachers are also able to comment on a student’s 
performance for a recent test. Students are able to 
respond to the teacher’s comment for a more 
communicative experience.



Personal Achievements

Personal achievements and community involvement 
activities are often overlooked in the report card, 
giving more precedence to grades than character 
development.

As such, we are giving personal development equal 
emphasis with grades, by placing them in the same 
hierarchy as academics.



Personal goals

Having a clear, personal goal is more 
motivating for students than anything else, 
but sometimes they don’t want to talk about it 
with others, as they are afraid the family 
would nag them about it. 

We enable students to set their goal within 
app so they could see the steps needed to 
achieve their aim.



video



Conclusion



Conclusion

● Report cards are more than just our grades. Our application, digital report card, 
seeks to allow students to have an motivational experience, hopefully making 
studying a much more pleasurable and fulfilling experience.

● With the digital report card, we hope to address some shortcomings that the 
physical report card has, by leveraging on its interactive capabilities. 



Thank you!


